TODAY'S TOP STORIES

1. 4 dental devices receive FDA 510(k) clearance in November Full story

2. $240k federal grant to expand dental care in New Jersey Full story

3. Henry Schein opens 100k-square-foot headquarters for practice solutions business Full story

4. 25 healthcare leaders share their best piece of advice Full story

5. Aspen Dental continues to grow with new Pennsylvania location Full story

6. California Dental Association Foundation provides $1.66M in free dental services Full story

7. Bull Valley Dentistry acquires VELscope System for oral cancer detection Full story

8. East Carolina University dental school to open clinic in January Full story

9. Dr. Steve Schiffer receives Academy of General Dentistry fellowship award Full story

10. Physician pay hits a plateau: 7 findings on practice & personal income Full story

11. Do automated valuation tools realize their value